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Parents Hearts Blood for Their Children
How many parents pray for their children who ignore GOD, and they
see no change for the better. And yet the SAVIOUR showed me that
exactly these mothers and fathers who are suffering from it are the
ones saving children whose parents do not pray for their children.
Parents hearts blood is needed for children to mend their ways. So
many parents do not bother about it because they do not care about
their childrens doings. Therefore, GOD takes the hearts blood of
these good parents and allows them to suffer longer than would be
necessary for the conversion of their own children, so as to save
other children, too. Amen!
Excerpt from the sermon of 15 February 2015

Sodom and Gomorrah
Reaching out to Make Peace
My dearly beloved, GOD has created a wonderful world without
stain and blemish, and man has destroyed it and continues destroying it. If there were a different god unlike our own GOD, he
would have been compelled to strike long ago. But our GOD is
so extremely great, all He needs to do is say: Enough now! and
then He makes everything new which was ugly and broken. That
is the reason why He can wait so long.

A Broken-off Branch

Be blessed by GOD TRINITY,
the 9 FATHER and the 9 SON
and the 9 HOLY GHOST. Amen!

It is about time that I start uncovering. In the Internet shocking
false facts concerning the faith are presented by theologians and
other people. An example: a parish priest under the jurisdiction
of the bishop of Chur (Switzerland) blessed two lesbian women in
the church. (According to NZZ news, the parish priest allegedly
said that the blessing has not been essentially different from a marriage ceremony.) To which the bishop of Chur, bishop Huonder,
replied that he should retire, he can no longer be a parish priest
there. If he insists on exercising the priestly office in the future, he
should go to the diocese where he was ordained. In the meantime,
32,000 people have registered, who oppose the bishops decision.
The parish priest refuses to leave. He apologises by arguing that
the regional church council has thus decided.
Have the clergy already come to the point that they no longer
know whom they have to listen to, whom they have to answer to?
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The church council cannot pass on grace to the priest. A priest without a bishop is like a broken-off branch, withering gradually. Why?
Because he does not have the whole fullness to uphold and perpetuate a Church. He cannot ordain priests, he cannot consecrate the
Holy Oils. He does not have this authority which the high priest has
and therefore the priestly power will eventually be dead. On hearing
about 32,000 people voting against the bishop, I see another Sodom
and Gomorrah in the Church. At that time, three young men came
into the city together with Lot. You can imagine that these young men
were Angels of extraordinary beauty, which is why the people of this
city wanted to sin with these young men at all costs. That goes to show
how corrupt these two cities were. Have things changed today? They
even resist a bishop and the priest does not rely on the bishop but on
his laymen, they are important to him. Of course, it is possible that
a bishop does not act in the spirit of GOD, then it is ones duty to resist him in the face, but, needless to say, with decency.
If two homosexual men or lesbian women move into an apartment,
love each other and have the wish to live together as siblings, I would
have no objections, but carnal intercourse, sex between them is not
allowed from GODs point of view. GOD did not create sexuality for
this purpose, because that is not love, but self-gratification which
GOD cannot turn into something good. Homosexual couples cannot
comply with GODs command: Be fruitful and increase in number!
Unnatural fornication is a sin that cries to Heaven!

Reaching Out to Make Peace
My dearly beloved, wherever I look I see people who have lost GOD
or believe that they know how GOD is, that they know GODs thoughts.
This grieves me very much. In the Bible there is a very clear word of
JESUS:
Mt 5,23f: Therefore, if you are offering your gift at the altar and there
remember that your brother has something against you, leave your
gift there in front of the altar. First go and be reconciled to your brother; then come and offer your gift!

This also applies to the case when you have not yet forgiven a person.
So what do I have to do if I want to live according to GODs word?
If I do not tell people what GOD would like, I am not perfect in GODs
eyes. If I tell people what GOD would like, I may suddenly have fewer
people. But do not be afraid, I will not judge people like a traditionalist judging merely according to the law, because I know that you
are not computers who can be fed with the law by punch cards. You
are living creatures and, therefore, imperfections are understandable.
That is why I ask you: Are you willing to make peace again? If only
we understood: who is pleased if there is no peace? Your Guardian
Angel or the evil spirit, the devil? Remember that we please the devil,
but not GOD, if there is no harmony! Sometimes people come into
our house with a horrible oddity of a figure behind them, totally in
control of this little human being. If one wants to help this person, he
rejects: Oh no! His Guardian Angel is standing ten metres behind
him while the Evil One controls him.
How are we supposed to be able to fight against the extremely powerful evil spirit, if we cannot even offer peace to men? If you absolutely
want to fight, then do not fight the person whom you dislike, but the
Evil One in the skies! That is what it boils down to! You must simply
reach out to make peace. It is up to the other person to accept it or
not. You at least are clean before GOD; you have done what He
wanted you to do. You would be surprised what a relief it will bring
inwardly, especially if family members are at loggerheads with one
another, which is very painful. After all, you do not know when you
will die  it may happen any moment. At the churchyard there are
also tombs of young people who mostly died unexpectedly either by
a traffic accident or by diseases which quickly led to death.  My innate Rhine Valley stubbornness will not allow me to let anyone who
put his trust in me fall prey to the devil. Perhaps someone leaves us
to go to another church. As long as the Sacraments in this church are
valid, I do not worry too much. But if Catholics go to the Pentecostals
or such sects that do not have any Sacraments, I am quite concerned.

